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Overview

- DEFINITION
- SYSTEM REVIEWS
- BREAKING THE PIPELINE
- QUESTIONS
What is the School-to-Prison Pipeline?

• An epidemic that is plaguing schools and family court systems across the nation.

• Students are suspended, expelled or even arrested for minor offenses that provide them entry into the juvenile justice system, and some to the adult prison system.

• Statistics reflect that these policies disproportionately target students of color and those with a history of abuse, neglect, poverty or learning disabilities.
Are our children being pushed into prison?

The pipeline to prison: The U.S. has the highest incarceration rate in the world, and its prisons and jails are overwhelmingly filled with African Americans and Latinos. The paths to prison for young African-American and Latino men are many, but the starting points are often the school and foster care systems.

From school to prison:
- Students of color face harsher discipline and are more likely to be pushed out of school than whites.

40% of students expelled from U.S. schools each year are black.

70% of students involved in “in-school” arrests or referred to law enforcement are black or Latino.

3.5x black students are three and a half times more likely to be suspended than whites.

2x black and Latino students are twice as likely to not graduate high school as whites.

68% of all males in state and federal prison do not have a high school diploma.

From foster care to prison:
- Youth of color are more likely than whites to be placed in the foster care system, a breeding ground for the criminal justice system.

50% of children in the foster care system are black or Latino.

30% of foster care youth entering the juvenile justice system are placement-related behavioral cases (e.g., running away from a group home).

25% of young people leaving foster care will be incarcerated within a few years after turning 18.

50% of young people leaving foster care will be unemployed within a few years after turning 18.

70% of inmates in California state prison are former foster care youth.

The color of mass incarceration:

- 61% of incarcerated population vs 30% of U.S. population
- One out of three African-American males will be incarcerated in his lifetime
- One out of six Latino males will be incarcerated in his lifetime
What does it mean to break the pipeline?

To dismantle systems that cooperate in the criminalization and incarceration of youth of color by organizing reforms in school, policing, and the juvenile justice system.
Feeds to the Pipeline

- Schools
- Police Practices
- Juvenile Justice
- Prison
Video: School Resource Officer

https://youtu.be/dqtntnxmAmY
Schools

Safe Schools Act 1994 → Safety Resource Officers → No Child Left Behind → Racial Bias
Police Practices

Racial Profiling → Arrests → Charges
Juvenile Courts

Disproportionate Minority Confinement → Frequency and Length of Confinement → Legal Representation
Disrupting the Pipeline: Schools

- Address the unconscious racial/other biases that influence decisions in these systems
- Implementation of school-wide Positive Behavior Intervention Supports (PBIS)
- Moratorium on school suspensions; replace with parent conferencing, counseling, incentives, community service
- Consider Community School Models that bring wrap-around services into schools
- Implement Community Discipline Councils
- Create alternatives for after school
- Get rid of zero-tolerance policies
- Safe Schools Act modification
Disrupting the Pipeline: Policing

- Reducing school referrals to juvenile justice system from School Resource Officers (SROs)
- Address juveniles in discussion about racial profiling and policing practices
- Prohibit police interrogations unless child’s attorney is present
- Collect data on search, seizure, patrol and pedestrian juvenile stops
- Advocate for community-based model policing
- Increase accountability with Civilian Oversight Board and training
- Include officers on community/school discipline boards
Disrupting the Pipeline: Juvenile Detention and Courts

- Reducing school referrals to juvenile justice system
- Reform standards for confinement; replace with community-based services
- Reform juvenile representation policies
- Reform programs for gender specific needs
- Support “Raise the Age” legislation in your state
- Create dual jurisdiction programs
- Scrutinize and evaluate detainment instruments
- Create reentry programs for juveniles returning from juvenile detention facilities
- Address the unconscious racial/other biases that influence decisions in these systems with data
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RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
Restorative justice involves three parties:

1. the victim or the individual harmed
2. the offender or the individual who caused the harm
3. the community or the place where the harm was committed
Practices and programs reflecting restorative purposes will respond to crime by:

1. Identifying and taking steps to repair harm
2. Involving all stakeholders
3. Transforming the traditional relationship between communities and their governments in responding to crime.
Three principles form the foundation for restorative justice:

1. Justice requires that we work to restore those who have been injured.

2. Those most directly involved and affected by crime should have the opportunity to participate fully in the response if they wish.

3. Government’s role is to preserve a just public order, and the community’s role is to build and maintain a just peace.
Restorative programs are characterized by four key values:

1. **Encounter**: Create opportunities for victims, offenders, and community members who want to do so to meet to discuss the crime and its aftermath.

2. **Amends**: Expect offenders to take steps to repair the harm they have caused.

3. **Reintegration**: Seek to restore victims and offenders to whole, contributing members of society.

4. **Inclusion**: Provide opportunities for parties with a stake in a specific crime to participate in its resolution.
Programs and outcomes include:

- Victim offender mediation
- Conferencing
- Circles of accountability
- Ex-offender assistance
- Restitution
- Community service
Restorative Justice Louisville

Contact: Libby Mills
libbymills@rjlou.org
(502) 574-6869

• Restorative Justice Louisville (RJL) provides a holistic and restorative approach to the traditional criminal justice system by bringing together the offender, victim and community to make things right.

• Through facilitated conferences, all parties involved collectively identify harm and determine a way forward that is centered on healing for everyone.

• Using the restorative justice approach ensures that compassion and restitution are integral parts of the judicial process.
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Resources

- Reconciliation Ministry: http://reconciliationministry.org/resources/school-to-prison/
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